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Resources
Check out our blog, Essentials.
Sign up to receive it via email when we post a new article.
White Papers
Essentials: Introduction
Essentials: Leadership
Essentials: Strategic Clarity & Alignment
Essentials: Communication
Essentials: Conflict
Essentials: Change Management
Essentials: Continuous Improvement
Essentials: The Fallacy of Technology
Essentials: Meetings
Essentials: New World of Work
Essentials: Organizational Health
Essentials: Process Management
Essentials: Relationships
Essentials: Statistical Thinking
Essentials: Storytelling
Essentials: Strong Communities
Essentials: Teams
Essentials: Trust
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Presentations for your leadership team or professional organization
The Essential Advantage
This presentation provides an overview of organizational health and its four disciplines. Susan will focus specifically on the leadership aspects that result in transformative improvement while creating a workplace that works for all.
 

The Working Genius
Everyone has natural talents and gifts that can be used in all parts of life, with strong applicability to work. There are six types of genius, two of which come naturally to you, you are good at them and they give you energy and joy; these are your areas of Working Genius. This presentation will describe the six types, their relationship to work, benefits and fundamental ways that a team can be transformed by using The Six Types of Working Genius.
 

The 6 Essentials to Competitive Productivity and Profitability
Leaders of small to medium-sized manufacturing organizations are often confused by the alphabet soup of improvement methodologies and do not have the resources, staff and matrixed organization to invest in the latest improvement methodologies. They need the six essentials of competitive productivity and profitability. This presentation describes the six essentials and a 5-step approach to assess and implement the essentials to compete both today and tomorrow.
 

Reducing the FOG: Using A Strategic Assessment to Identify and Develop Strategies for Quality
Small manufacturing organizations often struggle to identify and develop strategies for quality that guide and sustain the organization, especially when the organization suffers from Frequent changes, Organizational dysfunction, Gross waste and variation and has little technical competency in quality (FOG). This presentation shares a strategic assessment using the MBNQA Criteria, ISO 9004 and the Lean Six Sigma DMAIC structure that can be used to understand the current state of quality in an organization and identify strategies to implement the essentials to reduce the FOG to deliver revenue, improve growth and prepare the organization for the future through quality.
 

Team-based Variability Reduction
This presentation will engage participants in a case study of how one company used a team-based variability reduction methodology to enable operations teams to identify and eliminate sources of variability, establish the daily disciplines necessary to sustain the productivity improvements over time, and create an environment to facilitate step-change productivity improvement through Six Sigma.
 

Strategic Planning Deadly Sins
Strategic planning is critical for an organization to address its strategic challenges while leveraging its strategic advantages. Many organizations, however, fail to get the results they expect from their strategic planning efforts. The root cause may often be found in one or more “deadly sins” of strategic planning. This presentation will identify the common “deadly sins” of strategic planning and engage participants in identifying ways to prevent these “deadly sins” in their organizations.





	


Additional Services



	Improvement or problem-solving analytical support
	Lean Six Sigma Black Belt or Master Black Belt technical screening/interviewing
	Quality Manager or Quality Engineer technical screening/interviewing
	Coaching Lean Six Sigma Belts (Green, Black, Master)
	Training design and delivery
	Meeting design and facilitation
	Facilitation of strategic planning or other strategic change efforts
	Preparing for ABET engineering accreditation evaluation
	Everything DiSC Work of Leaders
	Everything DiSC Management
	Five Behaviors of a Cohesive Team, Everything DiSC
	The Six Types of Working Genius
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Results 


  SOS has worked with a variety of manufactures from different industries to create and execute innovative solutions that achieve long-term results. Several examples are included below: 

 


  Manufacturer of automotive performance enhancing and maintenance products. The blending and packaging operations were plagued by quality events resulting in scrap, rework, missed schedules, low productivity and high cost. Firefighting and conflict led to inefficient use of resources and diminished plant capacity. SOS performed a strategic assessment of the organization’s quality system. While the organization had a dedicated and loyal workforce, vision, strategy, quality expectations and roles were not aligned. Twelve opportunities for improvement were identified, prioritized, and sequenced in three timeframes.. SOS then facilitated the execution of the immediate opportunities using learning cycles of Learn-Plan-Commit-Do-Report-Reflect with a small task team. The work resulted in the organization receiving multiple ISO registrations and facilitated the smooth start-up of a new blending facility.

 


  North American communications provider. The print businesses embarked on an effort to improve cash flows by re-engineering and automating its business planning, financial and customer service operations with the goal to standardize these business processes across different print platforms and customers prior to installation of a new ERP system, Working with a team of business process personnel, SOS developed and documented a a common roadmap and tool kit to understand, streamline, map and standardize each process, train peers on the standard process, and run pilots manually before launch of the new system. Launch of the new ERP system proceeded smoothly with no interruption in daily operations or need for additional resources.

  Global food and beverage manufacturer. Experiencing waste, long cycle times, low productivity and high costs throughout its manufacturing operations, the organization chose to implement Six Sigma for breakthrough improvements. SOS co-led the development and delivery of Green Belt training, coaching 75 Green Belts to certification for over $2 million in savings.

 


  North American communications provider. The print businesses sought an approach to embed continuous improvement into daily work practices in a way that created standard work and took advantage of real-time process performance data. Working closely with a corporate task team, SOS helped create a process variability reduction (PVR) methodology that standardized print and binding operations and removed sources of variation within the control of the operational work teams. The methodology created a foundation for Six Sigma breakthrough projects. Over the course of four years the print operations saw 4-10% sustained increase in throughput, an average $57k/year/press and $73k/year/ binding line in labor savings alone; savings in ink and paper, and an additional $5.6million in Six Sigma Black Belt savings were also achieved. Operations teams owned daily process improvement and were more inclined to sustain the improvements over time. Capital expenditures for the improvements were minimal. Conformance to schedule improved with the reduction in variability and as a result customer service was able to commit to new work within a specified time period with more confidence. In addition, operations team members and leadership experienced less stress in their daily lives.

 


  Additional Examples from Our Diverse Work Experience

  State-funded research university. State-funded research university. The Grants and Contracts department of a large state-funded research university applied SOS’s Daily Process Improvement (DPI) methodology to their billing processes. Sources of variation in the process were identified, billing processes simplified and standardized, metrics introduced, and personnel trained in the new process. The need to perform manual billing was reduced by 13% and the time to create manual bills was reduced by approximately 25%, allowing the university to recover thousands of awarded funds from federal agencies and research foundations.

 





	


Some Comments



“We brought Susan in to evaluate our chemical manufacturing and packaging processes several years ago. Susan identified many areas where we were susceptible to issues due to inaccurate fill weights, poor QC reporting and the need for a robust Corrective and Preventive Action process.
 
 With Susan’s experience and guidance, she helped provide the foundation of a top notch quality management system that resulted in our organization acquiring multiple ISO certifications. She was instrumental in getting our processes under control and educating the team of the strategic importance of “Quality” and what it means in a broader sense.

  I would highly recommend Susan as a high caliber analyst and strategist for any company that needs assistance with their management systems.

  - Darin Greseth President, BG Products, Inc.
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How We Work


  SOS Consulting, LLC operates with the following principles: 

 We believe:


 	 Seek first to understand – We listen to and understand our client’s needs and goals before engaging in action 
	Results oriented – Our primary mission is to improve client performance for the long-term
	High-impact – We work with clients to select the approach that will have both the highest impact and longest staying power
	Put first things first – We organize and execute around client priorities
	Open - We are open to new ideas, new possibilities, new opportunities
	Renewal – We sharpen our own saw, seeking ways to continuously develop our knowledge and expertise
	Respect – We treat others and their ideas with respect, striving for win-win relationships
	Integrity and honesty – We honor our commitments and communicate openly and honestly



 Who We Are
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 SOS Consulting’s COMPETE Program provides manufacturing leaders with the clarity needed to focus on a few top priorities with new mindsets and appropriate improvement methodologies to transform their organization into a healthy workplace where people and profits flourish today, and tomorrow.
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 Program Overview

	 Call to Action: Face the Hard Facts. A strategic assessment of the organization’s health on 6 dimensions 

 

 
	Obtain Clarity: Who Are We and What Able, Willing and Committed to Do. The leadership team establishes clarity on organization’s identity and top priorities for achieving long-term health and productivity.

 

 
	Make Improvement Plans: Champion the path forward. Identify action plans and responsibilities for executing priorities to attain productivity and health goals.

 

 
	Execute Plans and Tally Results: DO It! Implement projects, track progress, recognize and share success.

 

 
	Embed Improvement into Daily Work: Make it a way of life. Embed improvements into daily work practices in such a way that they are sustained through changes in personnel over time.



 What You Get

	Assessments of current organization health and the 6 essentials to value creation
	Time management and/or meeting management workshop
	5 books, 8 white papers with learning activities. checklists, templates, workplans & meeting agendas for on-going use
	Six Types of Genius report for each leader
	DiSC style profile and access to Everything Catalyst for each leader
	Five Behaviors of Cohesive Team powered by Everything DiSC® assessment and action planning for each leader
	Three-day facilitated offsite clarity retreat with Playbook for each leader
	One-day facilitated offsite improvement planning meeting with methodology decision-tree and action planning templates
	Project charter templates, team role descriptions and qualifications with RACI template
	Communication and Training Plans
	Project team Improvement training and planning tool templates, refreshers and training videos
	Project team coaching including project phase reviews and scorecard
	Post execution assessment(s)
	One-day facilitated Management Review, including templates, checklists, and meeting agendas
	One Meeting Advantage license



 Benefits

	Clarity on organization’s identity (purpose and values), strategic anchors, goals & objectives, roles & responsibilities
	Confidence have the right team in right seats working on the right things
	Leaders work more effectively and use time better
	Improved meetings
	Improved productivity & profitability with confidence problems will not recur
	Less fire fighting
	Workforce engaged in improvement and next generation of leaders developed
	Confidence in the future; leave a legacy
	Less conflict, stress and more time - joy at work, better sleep and in relationships











Is This You?


 	You are a leader in an organization that wants to manufacture in the US and provide good, steady living wage jobs to your children and neighbors.
	Performance is lower than desired; Productivity, cost, time and quality miss targets too often. 
	Customers are not satisfied.
	Employees are not engaged.



 Do you:


 	Lie awake at night thinking about the problems of the day?
	Dread going to work every morning to the chaos, politics and conflict that surround these problems?
	Question your leadership, knowledge and capabilities?
	Wonder why your organization cannot execute improvement that is sustainable for the long-term?
	Work hard and long hours, but still feel like you are treading water?



 Have you:

	Tried several improvement approaches over the years, but saw limited results?



 


  You are not alone! 


  Many leaders small to medium-sized manufacturing enterprises struggle with these same issues.


  SOS Consulting can help.


  SOS Consulting has experience working with leaders just like you. We understand that smaller organizations do not have the resources, staff and matrixed organizations of large organizations to develop and execute their strategic vision. At SOS Consulting, LLC, our primary mission is to help small to medium-sized US manufacturers flourish today and tomorrow.


  Learn more about our COMPETE Program










Click to sign up for a free 30-minute Health Checkup to identify the one thing you can do to best improve your organization’s health.



Registration for our next Transformational Leader Master Class is now OPEN! See the class flyer for more info and to see if this class is a good fit for you.
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